
This course is designed to provide team members, at all levels in organisations, 
with the knowledge, know-how, skills and tools to be co-creating members of 
high performing teams and empowering team cultures.

www.smartleaderacademy.com
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Positive and aligned mindset,  mutual understanding around expectations, clarity of vision 
and purpose, understanding about what sits at the heart of engagement, and the commitment 
and motivation to be an effective and high performing team player. These are the conditions 
that enable team members to be fully available and empowered employees.

Description

Early, mid, late career employees who are members 
of groups and teams within the organisation - all 
sectors (government, commercial, and not-for-profit)

Who the course is designed for



Outcome Benefits

Team Members will:

Gain the knowledge, know-how, skills, and tools to 

create empowering work experiences and high 

performing teams 

Learn the leader and team member language, 

narrative, and concepts  that are used  

Understand the motivators and preferences of a 

diverse team

Increase their self confidence 

Be enabled to apply the Platinum Rule

Understand the shared-responsibility of creating 

empowering teams – recognising that it is not all 

on the shoulders of team leaders
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Team Leaders will:
Have team members who are fully enabled and 

potentially committed to co-creating empowering 

work experiences and high performing teams

Be empowered and not feeling that leadership of 

their team is “Mission Impossible”



Investment 

Time and Cost 

Each of the modules takes 8 hours of online learning at 
time and place that suits.  Approximately 30-hours of 
self-paced online learning.

A further 2 hours attending a 6-weekly Coaching Clinic 
webinar is also involved, every  6-weeks. 

The fee is $197 + GST for the course or all-of-organisation 
multi-team enterprise package 

The return on investment is estimated to be 20% of payroll 
derived from productivity gains. This can be many thousands 
for SMEs and many millions for large enterprises



How I am Wired Up

Module 01

My personality - how I'm Wired Up

What are my strengths, blindspots, and preferences?

What causes me stress and how do I show up under the pump?

How does my personality impact on my emotional and behavioural responses?

Which of the 4Characters am I, and what are my ideal roles in a team?

What sits below my unconscious surface — the “Iceberg Model”

How has my life journey influenced my attitudes, emotions, beliefs, and values?

What are my underlying beliefs?

Which people and what events influenced my beliefs

Understanding myself, my drivers and triggers?

Which dysfunctional team dynamic roles might I be at risk of falling into 

What am I telling myself – am I my own chair leader or my relentless critic?

Understand myself and my triggers
Module 02
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What is Influencing me right now

Module 03
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Overview of the factors that interact and impact on my work experience - “the pieces in the puzzle”

How is my Mojo and does it change when I'm stressed – am I an energy amplifier or an energy vampire?

How is my social media activity impacting on my thinking, emotions, and behaviours?

How are my colleagues influencing me?

How does the culture of my team impact on me?

How well am I vibing with my team?

How well does the culture and direction of our organisation align with my personal preferences, and my 
sense of fairness and justness?

What is going on with family & friends?



How to be a great team player

Module 04
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The ten qualities of an effective team player

What are my core values and what is most important to me?

Keeping myself healthy and resilient – is my lifestyle wheel in balance?

What are my keystone habits – are they serving me well?

What are my strengths?  - what skills and capabilities can I bring to my team

Which aspects of my lifestyle should I give priority to and focus on  in order  to be 
an effective team player?

What do I need from others?

How can I support my leader and team mates amp up their Mojo?
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What are the five SMART Goals that I will set for myself and monitor to ensure that 
I play at my best? 

Complete LEADERSHIP CREST Exercise - Purpose, Values, Strengths, Blindspots, 
Goals and Personal Motto



Relating to Leader and Colleagues

Module 05

People SMART – applying the Platinum Rule and adopting Evidenced-Based Leadership

Getting clear on communications and style and expectation of the person I report to

Living our team’s Charter

Vibing with my team mates and the person I report to

Learning how to use the Click-With tool – to vibe with leader and team -mates

My responsibility for creating an empowering work experience for me and my team mates

Engagement – what it is, why it matters, and how it is measured

Engagement drivers – impact of leadership, Mojo, and tea, culture

Understanding accountability for customer satisfaction and team outcomes

Compatibility – who might I have a personality clash with

How to reach out and ask leader and team mates for support

Shouting out when I see Charter breaches breaches

Co-creating an Empowering team culture
Module 06



Resources and Learning Pedagogy

Platform

An engaging eLearning platform enabling 
leaders to upskill at a time and pace that 
suits them. Smart Leader Academy 
deploys the Thinkific Platform 

Resources

Each topic is covered as a short 
video, and/or reading and  online 
interactive exercises. 

Assessment

Reflection journal setting out experi-
ences, learnings, insights and quizzes

Coaching Clinics

Run every 6 weeks to enable team leaders 
to learn from experts, other leaders, share 
experiences and insights, and access a 
leader community 



+61 3 9221 6209
+64 9 366 1560

GET IN TOUCH

info@smartleaderdiagnostics.com
www.smartleaderacademy.com

Your organisation may be eligible to use a Capability Development Voucher through the NZTE 

Regional Business Partner Network on this course. Follow this link to find out more www.ex-

ec.auckland.ac.nz/nzte

This course may also qualify as a continuing professional development (CPD) activity. Please 

check with your professional body.

Access to Credits
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